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Performance Evidence

Candidates must be able to demonstrate an understanding that the wild game industry is highly regulated and reviewed with high standards of hygiene expected by customers of both the product and workers.

Candidates must:
- identify the sequence of operations for wild game harvesting in Australia
- interpret the commercial and regulatory environment of wild game meat harvesting
- operate effectively as an individual in the wild game harvesting industry
- use appropriate communication styles
- read and interpret workplace related documentation
- maintain the professional image of the industry in the performance of duties

Knowledge Evidence

The candidate must demonstrate a factual, technical, procedural and theoretical knowledge of:
- application of Approved Arrangement or management plan to the individual’s duties
- implications of company, regulator and international reviews of game harvesting industry
- role of the state and federal regulators
- the steps in the wild game supply chain
- markets for the wild game products

Assessment Conditions

Competencies for this unit can be demonstrated either in the workplace or in a simulated environment.

A minimum of three different forms of assessment must be used.

Assessors must satisfy the current standards for RTOs.
Links

Companion Volume implementation guides are found in VETNet -
b8443a7